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A REVIEW OF PUBLICATIONS #306 = #307 = #308.

Can it now be told - ???

HOEHN RESEARCH PUBLICATIONS, Drawer 1270, Grand Forks, BC Canada. V0H 1HO.

BEFORE I EVEN START = it is hard to keep from Diverging. My first Interest is the Message. How it is going to effect us in these Last Days. How many of us really see the Picture? While some of us look for "LOUD CRIES!" = is that NEXT on the Scene - ???

GOD'S ORDER IS ENTIRELY DIFFERENT =


[2] There is no LOUD CRY without the "SHAKING-SEPARATION" coming FIRST in the Order of God. NO MIXED-MULTITUDE is going to give NO LOUD CRY! Isn't that abundantly clear in EW 269-271 - ??? A SHAKING = A SEPARATION = between the WISE + the FOOLISH = between the WHEAT + the TARES in the "HARVEST TIME" = which is the SEALING-TIME!

[3] Have we the FOOGIEST IDEA what it means to be "LEFT" by the Angels of God - ??? Because we Obey the AWAKENING JESTERS = and make "NO EFFORT!" "His Angels LEFT those who made NO EFFORT." EW 270. 1T:181. This takes place PROGRESSIVELY. Those who are: "INDIFFERENT + CARE-LESS" = "The Angels of God LEFT these." EW 270. 1T:181. [Indifferent + couldn't CARE-LESS = to What? To the Straight Testimony to the Laodiceans!] What are they "LEFT" to - ??? "LEAVING these... to the CONTROL of Evil Angels." 1T:187.

[4] That is Phase one. REJECTION or INDIFFERENCE to the Truths of the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY - the Angels of God CEASE the Work they WERE DOING as shown in these Pages. AND THEN WHAT - ??? Then the "COMPANY" who were giving the Straight Testimony to the Laodiceans - turn and give the "LOUD CRY!" [We already covered that and proved that.] AND THEN WHAT - ??? Then the rejection of the "LOUD CRY" causes the Angels to LEAVE THAT CLASS! Then Probation is ALL OVER = "When Jesus LEAVES the Most Holy... They are LEFT to the CONTROL of Evil Angels." 1T:204. NO WRITER, outside of the WRITER OF THE TESTIMONIES - has given us an inkling of what that means! ZOMBIES! NO CONSCIENCE! CONSCIENCE SEARED AS WITH A HOT IRON! RAPE! THEFT! MURDER! There will be only ONE RESTRAINT = the Restraint of FEAR! NO MORAL SCRUPLES WHATEVER!

I think you will agree with the above. But I also think
that no Pen could portray the Scene as the Angels of God once and for all = LEAVE the "INDIFFERENT" and "CARELESS" = to the Control of Demons.

THE ANGELS WILL HAVE TO = cut them down right + left = in the 7 Last Plagues.

THIS IS THE WARNING = in the Third Angel's Message. The Warning of Preparation. which is the Building of a Character. Which is Oil. TM 234.

THE FOOLISH HAVE NO OIL = NO PREPARATION = because they Listened to BRINSMEAD = MAXWELL + WRIGHT = that no CHARACTER can be built — need be built = for the New 1970-72 Religion is that CHARACTER-NATURE will be "GIVEN" as a "GIFT" = when Christ-Messiah comes! This we have abundantly proven in other Papers. Send for them/. There could be no greater Delusion that this All-New SDA Teaching of Church + Awakening. Sophistry.

THE HEART OF THE MESSAGE = we bore from Pacific to Atlantic Ocean was =

[1] Your choice of ASSOCIATES effects your C. CT 221.
[5] BE FIRM = or build on SAND. ML 73. MB 150-1. 97.
[8] Show me your Company — and I will show you your CHARACTER. CT 221. MYP 411.
[10] One secret Sin — is as Worms eating away Planks in a Ship. 4T:90. MH 401. TM 446.

And 200 more. See Index. Cultivate. Christ will Help.

THE U.S.A. TRIP + WASHINGTON =

FIRST = we are not Free to mention all Names. Some prefer to remain Anonymous for the time being. NOT that they are necessarily doing NOTHING = but in fact because they have a Work to do — which they are Doing. And will come out in the Open — when the Time comes.

SECOND = I kept a Diary of Times + Places = and now can- not locate it. So I will go by the Tapes made.
CALIFORNIA TAPE #1 = I was unable to get the Machine I wanted. Combination RADIO-CASSETTE. They were Sold out everywhere. Could not get one in Seattle. Did not yet have one at WILLOWS, Calif. Where I met Bro. & Sr. James Zakaib. From there I went to see Leo Rand. In the middle of the California Gold Fields. Grass Valley. Bro. Leo has been with us for a long Time. He sends Greetings to the Ohio Sisters. And extended it to all others in the Philadelphian Message. I told him this would go around the World. Believers greeting Believers. Leo is a Railway Buff. Has momentos of the Building of the Railways. I told him he would enjoy the Building of the Canadian Line = a New Picture put out by the Canadian Govt. at a Cost of 8 MILLION $.

STILL WITHOUT A RECORDER = I came to Bro. & Sr. Frank Digitale of JACKSON, Calif. Where I found a man who had a better Line-up of "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH" as it involves the PLEDGE to BUILD A CHARACTER = [In the meantime sins are NOT "Blotted Out" but merely "TRANSFERRED" to the Sanctuary.] And NONE are even "TRANSFERRED" while the Suppliant is placed on PROBATION = unless he makes a DEFINITE PLEDGE to Subscribe to keeping God's LAW! Something for all of us to Think about. Bro. Frank Digitale has an A-B-C run down on the Subject that is representative of many Years of careful Research. We hope to hear more from him later. He sent me to the right place in LODI, Calif. to get a PANASONIC CASSETTE RADIO RECORDER. So I was ready now to make the first Recording - yes = at James Zakaib's! Sept. 13-14,1974.

HOW SO - ??? It was a strange sensation to run into Zakiabs again - what is it? 200 Miles away? They MOVED right while I was there. So I met them again at their New Place - just a Hoop + a Holler away from daughter Martha. Whose husband is a Police hero who apprehended a dangerous Killer, which was Hot News there for a while. It was a Pleasure visiting there at SAUGUS, Calif.

CALIFORNIA TAPE #2 = Sr. Mary Rock Smith = LAKE ELSINORE, Calif. Using this as a Center = we held Meetings in the LOMA LINDA Area. In the Desert of HESPERIA - APPLE VALLEY - LOMA LINDA. At Bro. & Sr. Fores. This is where we found out that we should not "CRITICIZE" or "CONDEM" because "No one was ever Won by CONDEMNING them." Bro. Fores and Sr. Mary Rock Smith showed their True Colors right then and there. Bro. John Wilson tried to Compromise.
I am just listening to Bro. John Wilson on TITHE = that his income DOUBLED when he DID NOT pay it to the Adventist Church. More than DOUBLED. TITHE is a VOTE. Do not VOTE for the PARTY that has gone to the Dogs. "Give not that which is Holy - to the DOGS."

WHERE ARE THE DOGS? "Here we see that THE CHURCH... was the FIRST to feel the WRATH of God. THE ANCIENT MEN... had betrayed their TRUST... THEY SAY: The Lord is too merciful to visit His people in JUDGMENT. Thus PEACE and SAFETY" is the cry from... THESE DUMB DOGS that would not Bark... all perish together." 5T:211.

THESE DUMB DOGS = try to make everyone as DUMB as they are = by the constant Funeral Dirge: "DO NOT CONDEMN!"

IT IS AMAZING = that no one has replied to this around the World. So we will give a little Space to it. Is it WISE = to be DUMB - ???

MEN WOULD SHOOT = the Bastard on Sight = who would see little Children playing near a Pit - infested with RATTLE SNAKES or SCorpIONS = and would say NOTHING about it = until several of them were DEAD!

CHRIST CALLED THE CHURCH-LEADERS = [So did John the Baptist] = "Generation of VIPERS!" And other men of God called them: "SCorpIONS!" You see God's Children going to that SNAKE-PIT where they obtain the Injection of POISONOUS DOCTRINE - and say NOTHING - ??? You are without FEELING - ??? OR WORSE YET = when some one DOES sound the Alert = you would Stuff his Mouth shut? And you dare yet call yourself a "CHRISTIAN - !!!"

With a Conscience SEARED as with a Hot-Iron.

"My Son, despise not thou the CHASTENING of the Lord, nor faint when thou art REBUKED of Him...

Did no one ever WARN you not to call the "REBUKE" of the Lord by the Satanic name of: "CONDEMNING?" If you see them going to certain DEATH - and you say NOTHING = you would in Fact be: "CONDEMNING" them to their Fate! See that you learn the Difference between WARNING - REBUKING - COUNSELLING - with Fear + long-Suffering = and the WORD that Lying Preacher uses for this - as the JEWISH LEADERS who said Christ was motivated by BEELZEBUB the Devil in that He "CONDEMNED" them! NOTHING made them MADDER than when He "FOUND FAULT" with them. As Sr. White did with the Adventist Leaders. Again and Again and yet Again. Was that a Sin - ???
"For whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth, and scourgeth every Son whom he receiveth...
"But if ye be without chastisement, whereof all are partakers, then are ye BASTARDS, and not Sons." Heb.12:5-8.

"A council of MINISTERS + RESPONSIBLE men from the Publishing House + other Institutions... bound up in Bundles with the World... an Assembly that seemed to be at the GENERAL CONFERENCE... GREAT DANGER was before us at the HEART OF THE WORK... Men of STUBBORN, IRONLIKE WILL, both IN + OUT of the Office, were CONFEDERATING TOGETHER, determined to drive certain measures through... will form an ALLIANCE with SATAN... and JOIN in BATTLE against the Ruler of the Universe... THE LEADING MEN..., some CRITICIZE the MESSAGE and the MESSENGERS. They dare even to reject the Words of REPROOF sent TO THEM from God... CAVILING, RIDICULE... MISREPRESENTATION... To ACCUSE + CRITICIZE those whom God is using is to ACCUSE + CRITICIZE the Lord who has sent them... The prejudices + opinions that prevailed at Minneapolis are not dead by any means... When, by thorough CONFESSION, you [Still talking to the said-same "MINISTERS + STUBBORN LEADING MEN." When you RESPONSIBLE MEN =] you destroy the ROOT OF BITTERNESS, you [Leading men] you will see LIGHT in God's LIGHT. Without this THOROUGH WORK = YOU will never clear your souls... BAAL, BAAL, is the choice... Their ACCUSATIONS + CONDEMNATION." TM 460-469.

"... the Lord chose OTHERS... And then THESE LEADERS, in the BLINDNESS of their minds... act like men who have LOST-THEIR-REASON." TM 70.

"The POWER attending the MESSAGE will only MADDEN those who oppose it." GC 607.

HOW DID THE PHARISEES HATE A REBUKE - ???
"When He plainly REBUKEd their iniquity + declared that their WORKS proved them to be the children of SATAN, they angrily FLUNG BACK the ACCUSATION, saying,"Say we not well that thou art a Samaritan, and hast a Devil?" SM 1:70.

"The LAW of God, spoken in awful grandeur from Sinai, is the utterance of CONDEMNATION to the sinner. It is the province of the LAW to CONDEMN." SM 1:236.

"If you are CONDEMNED, there is but one course for you to pursue: you must REPENT." SM 1:317. "There is no Salvation without REPENTANCE." SM 1:365. "When the Spirit of God rests upon you... there will be no spirit of ACCUSATION + CRITICISM such as SATAN inspired in the hearts of the JEWISH LEADERS." SM 1:412.
EVENT [1] = We are called upon: "... to EXPOSE the Wickedness of the man of SIN." Ev. 233.

"... ALL will be UNMASKED." GC 606.

SM 1:196 = "My message to you is: No longer consent to LISTEN without PROTEST to the PERVERSION of Truth. UNMASK the pretentious SOPHISTRIES."

CH 289 = "... for Prejudice, Bigotry, and Error of every Form + Description MUST-BE-MET."

THE TEACHING OF THE MAXWELL BOOK. "Brilliant, sparkling ideas often flash from a mind that is influenced by the great Deceiver. Those who LISTEN + ACQUISCE will become CHARMED, as Eve was CHARMED by the Serpent's words... NOTHING but a determined EFFORT will BREAK the SPELL... The OMEGA... "MEET IT."... "MEET IT FIRMLY + without delay!" SM 1:197, 200.

EVENT [2] = When the Servants of God, seeing the Sword coming = Sound the Alarm = just as Sure as Satan is alive = some will Open their Mouths and Yell: "Crucify him! Crucify him!"

"Do not find Fault! No one was ever Won by Condemning them!" [The unknowing Wisdom of a Fool that has listened to too many Adventist Sermons. (?) How does that Preacher know anything about winning Souls to Christ = when he has not won any yet. Not to Christ. Not to the Third Angel's Message.]

"NOW, as in former ages, the presentation of a Truth that REPROVES the ERRORS + SINS of the times, will call forth a STORM of OPPOSITION. "Every one that DOETH EVIL hateth the LIGHT, neither cometh to the LIGHT, lest his DEEDS should be REPROVED."... and with a malicious spirit they ATTACK the CHARACTER + MOTIVES of those who stand in defense of UNPOPULAR TRUTH... those who DARE to REPROVE fashionable sins. This spirit will increase more + more as we near the Close of Time." 1884 SoP 4: 292. GC 458-9.

"And what is our Duty in view of this? Shall we conclude that the Truth ought not to be presented, since its effect is so often to AROUSE men to EVADE or RESIST its Claims? - NO = ... The True followers of Christ do not WAIT for Truth to become POPULAR." -6- (Same 293.)
SO NO ONE WAS EVER WON BY CONDEMNNG THEM - ?

Then pray tell why did Christ CONDEMN, and Sr. White and Luther, and Noah and all the Rest - ???. If you were neither Fit nor Worthy to be Called by God to REBUKE fashionable Sins = then the least you can do is STAND-OUT-OF-THE-WAY!

"Those who are SENT by God to do a SPECIAL work will be called to REBUKE HERESIES + ERRORS... their faults must be EXPOSED unflinchingly + their evil practices CONDEMNED... they will have no-soft-words-for-Sin. They show the truest friendship who REPROVE ERROR + SIN without partiality + without Hypocrisy." Ev.368. 1890.

"Let them see that their cases are tried + CONDEMNED by the Bible, not by the lips of man; that they are arraigned at the Bar of Infinite JUSTICE." Ev.424. 1886.

"All through the History of the Church, God's servants have had the same spirit to meet... THE REJECTION OF LIGHT darkens the mind + hardens the heart, so that it is easier for them to take the next Step in Sin... He who faithfully preaches God's word, thereby CONDEMNNG their Sins, too often incurs their HATRED. Unwilling to endure the Pain + Sacrifice necessary to REFORM, they TURN upon the Lord's servant, and DENOUNCE his REPROOFS as UNCALLED FOR + SEVERE. Like KORAH, they declare that the people are not at Fault; it is the REPROVER that CAUSES all the Trouble. And SOOTHING their Conscience with this DECEPTION, the Jealous + Disaffected combine to sow DISCORD in the Church, and weaken the hands of those/whom God has called... Thus it is today... It was this act that sealed their Doom. They had committed the Sin against the Holy Ghost... "Let him alone," is the Divine Command." PP 404-5, 403, 580, 635. WT 14. 5T:120. 2T:39. 1T:190. Special TM 104. TM 65, 97, 161, 294. 4T:463. 8T:95. LLM 232. GC 28, 378. DA 321, 324.

Your Preacher never told you that - did he - ???

Nor this =

"The names of those who Sin + Refuse to REPENT should not be retained in the Church Books... Those who Refuse to hear the admonitions + warnings given by God's faithful Messengers are not to be retained in the Church. They are to be DISFELLOWSHIPPED; for they will be as ACHANS in the Camp of Israel - DECEIVED + DECEIVING." SDA-BC 5:1096.

"Satan will move upon minds that have been indulged, upon men who have ALWAYS HAD THEIR OWN WAY, and ANYTHING pre-
sented to them in COUNSEL or REPROOF to CHANGE their objectionable traits of Character, is considered FAULT-FINDING, binding them, restraining them, that they cannot have LIBERTY to act themselves. The-Lord-in-great Mercy has sent Messages of Warning to them, but-they would-not-Listen to REPROOF. Like the Enemy who REBELLED in Heaven, they did not like to Hear; they do-not-cor-rect-the-Wrong they have done, but become ACCUSERS, declar- ing themselves misused + unappreciated... persist in having their own way, will suffer... loss of HONOR, and finally the loss of the Soul." SDA-BC 3:1163-4.

"Ananias + Sapphira LIED to the Holy Spirit... The same God who punished them, to-day CONDEMNS all Falsehood. LYING lips are an ABOMINATION to Him. He declares that into the Holy City "there shall in no wise enter... anything that... worketh ABOMINATION, or maketh a LIE." Let truth-telling... become part of the Life." AA 75-6.

"Then the Spirit of INSPIRATION came upon the Disciples; the ACCUSED became the ACCUSERS." AA 82.

"An eloquent speaker + a SEVERE CRITIC, PAUL, with his STERN purpose + undaunted courage, possessed the VERY QUALIFICATIONS NEEDED in the early Church." AA 124.

"PAUL... was no idle BABBLER... With hand outstretched toward the Temple crowded with Idols, PAUL poured out the burden of his soul, and EXPOSED the FALACIES of the Religion of the Athenians." AA 237.

"These FALSE TEACHERS were MINGLING Jewish Traditions with the Truths of the Gospel... PAUL-was-out-to-the-Heart + his soul was stirred by this OPEN APOSTASY... He immediately wrote [a great SIN - ??? He should not have done this - should he - ??? Let them find out by themselves - ??? How STUPID can you get - ???]

"He immediately wrote to the deluded believers, EXPOS- TING the FALSE THEORIES that they had accepted, and with great severity REBUKING those who were departing from the Faith... SHARP REPROOF... "But though we, or an angel from Heaven, preach ANY-OTHER-GOSPEL unto you than that which we have preached unto you, LET-HIM-BE- ACCURSED."... he warned his Brethren not-to-listen to anything that CONTRADICTED the TRUTHS he had taught them.
...
"O FOOLISH GALATIANS... who hath BEWITCHED you... with words of UNSPARING REPROOF... the SHARPEST WARN-
INGS GIVEN... The apostle urged the Galatians to LEAVE THE FALSE GUIDES by whom they had been misled, and to return to the Faith...

"TO-DAY, as then, there are false spiritual guides, to whose DOCTRINES many listen EAGERLY. It is Satan's studied effort... It is the DUTY of every Servant of God to withstand FIRMLY + DECIDEDLY these PERVERTERS of the Faith, and by the Word of Truth FEARLESSLY to EXPOSE their ERRORS... WITH UNANSWERABLE ARGUMENTS." AA 383-8.

WHAT IS THE RIGHT SPIRIT - ??? "No fear of giving OFFENSE, no desire for friendship or applause, could lead PAUL to withhold the words that God had given him..."I am pure from the Blood of all men." AA 394.

HOW DO MINISTERS DO GREAT + IRREPARABLE HARM - ???

"Ministers of the Gospel sometimes do great harm by allowing their forbearance toward the erring to DEGENERATE into TOLERATION of Sins, and even participate in them. Thus they are led to EXCUSE + PALLIATE that which God CONDEMS; and after a time they become so BLINDED [Laodicea is BLIND as a Virginia BAT in the Coal Fields.]

"...so BLINDED as to COMMEND the very ones whom God commands them to REPROVE. He who has blunted his spiritual perceptions by SINFUL LENIENCY toward those whom God CONDEMS, will ere long commit a GREATER SIN

Did you Adventist Preacher say the GREATEST SIN was to SEE what you SAW - and to CONDEMN EVIL in the Camp???

"MINISTERS... will ere long commit a GREATER SIN by SEVERITY + HARSHNESS toward those whom God APPROVES...

"The Time will come when they will not endure SOUND DOCTRINE; but after their own LUSTS shall they heap to themselves TEACHERS, having ITCHING ears; and they shall turn away their ears from the Truth, and shall be turned unto FABLES."... who make INCLINATION their guide, and thus become ENSLAVED by SELF. SUCH are willing to listen to those DOCTRINES ONLY that do not REBUKE their SINS or CONDEMN their pleasure-loving course. THEY are OFFENDED by the PLAIN WORDS of the faithful Servants of Christ, and CHOOSE Teachers who PRAISE + FLATTER them... the FABLES they desire... Satan laughs in Triumph." AA 504-5.

WHERE IS THIS TORCH OF FALSE PROPHECY - ???

DO YOU BELIEVE THE TESTIMONIES - ???

"UNSANCTIFIED MINISTERS... MANY will stand in our Pulpits with the Torch of FALSE PROPHECY in their hands, KINDLED
from the Hellish Torch of Satan." TM 409.

WHAT KIND OF 'LANGUAGE' DOES THE SOG USE TO DESCRIBE THESE REPROBATES - ??? "PETER... solemnly WARNED the Church against the TORCH of FALSE PROPHECY, which would be uplifted by "FALSE TEACHERS," who would PRIVILY bring in "DAMNABLE HERESIES, even denying the Lord."

Did you ever read that MAXWELL BOOK - ??? It DENIES everything you ever stood for. You will Tolerate it? "THESE FALSE TEACHERS, arising IN the Church and accounted TRUE by many of their Brethren... the Apostle compared to "wells without water, clouds that are carried with a Tempest; to whom the mist of DARKNESS is reserved FOREVER." "The latter end is WORSE with them," he declared,"than the Beginning.... WHERE ARE THESE "WELLS WITHOUT WATER" - ???

"They BEGAN this Satanic work at Minneapolis... they HATED it the more, because it was a Testimony AGAINST THEM... Yet THESE men have been holding POSITIONS of TRUST, and have been molding the work after their own similitude, as far as THEY possibly could.... What Laodicean DEVIL cut this off at this Point + WHY? "... those who handle sacred responsibilities are MINISTERS OF DARKNESS, BLIND-LEADERS-OF-THE-BLIND. "CLOUDS they are without WATER, carried about of WINDS; trees whose fruit withereth, without fruit, TWICE DEAD, plucked up by the Roots." TM 80-1. 1895.

WHAT DO THESE WELLS WITHOUT WATER PREACH - ???

"But "when THEY shall say, PEACE + SAFETY; then SUDDEN DESTRUCTION cometh upon THEM."... As the End of all things earthly should approach, there would be faithful ones able to discern the SIGNS-OF-THE-TIMES. While a LARGE NUMBER of professing believers would deny their FAITH by their WORKS, there would be a REMNANT who would ENDURE to the END... "Ye therefore, beloved, seeing ye know these things before, BEWARE lest ye also, being led away with the ERROR of the WICKED, fall from your own steadfastness. But grow in Grace, and in the KNOWLEDGE of our Lord + Saviour Jesus Christ." AA 535-7.

"John was filled with SADNESS as he saw these POISONOUS ERRORS creeping INTO the Church. He saw the DANGER to which the Church was EXPOSED, and he met the EMERGENCY with PROMPTNESS + DECISION... "This is a DEceiver + an ANTICHRIST." AA 554. 1911.

PRAISE GOD FOR THIS TRUTH + THIS WARNING MESSAGE! Amen.

-10-
[Yes - it is indeed SICKENING for some one to UNEARTH DOCUMENTED PROOF and EVIDENCE of the RAMPANT APOSTASY = and the Last Call of God to: "GO YE OUT to meet Him!" = and have them TURN and REND you for your Pains. The 7 Last Plagues will Silence their Unbelieving Tongues forever. They were Offered the Third Angel's Most Holy Place Philadelphia Message - and they chose the Old Vomit of now Teaching "IN COMMON" with BABYLON! Let them go their way = and we will go ours. NO = do not try to Tie us together with THEM! Lest ye receive the CURSE of SG 2:201. 1T:100. TM 163,234-5,46. 4T:587. SG 4:5,8. 9T:268. COL 419. 5T:73,505. 7T:219. DA 712. "GO YE OUT to meet Him!" Is the only Remedy. Let the Sow that was Washed go back to her Wallowing in the Mire. Let the DUMB DOG that would not Bark - go back to the Old Spurgeon EVANGELICAL VOMIT with RDB-FTW-LH-AM.]


ARIZONA-NEW MEXICO-COLORADO-KANSAS = took me exactly half-way across the Country and J.C.Larson, AUGUSTA, Kansas. Where I found I had Donald King + Goldie Nelson in Tennessee on the wrong place on the Map = so I may as well drop SOUTH and go through ARKANSAS and surely had an enjoyable Time at "MAMA MIA"= the elegant Lady that Felix Kiessling found for a Wife. No Wonder the African Sisters fell in Love with this Jewel of the Ozarks.

Felix is so wrapped up in his Printing + Mailing = he has Time for little else. I steamed in there before Sundown - just made it. On the Sabbath - thinking it was Friday! I lost a Day somewhere in the Indian Hills.

3 "IRELAND" TAPES = were made Oct. 5 and Oct. 19, 1974. Both BEFORE + AFTER the WASHINGTON MEETINGS. In OHIO-PENNSYLVANIA we prepared for the March on Takoma Park.

Marie + Bonnert Ireland, professional Artists + Construction Draftsmen = drew up the Chart for Washington = that is shown on the Cover of PUBLICATION #306. "THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS." Reproductions Company reduced this through 3 Stages. 5½ Feet long to 10 Inches. And we may reduce one to 4½ Inches. Also the other Charts shown + made for Washington. Reductions cost: $20.00.

Using Youngstown, Ohio as a Headquarters = we planned our Strategy. Ann DeMichael's "SURVIVAL CAKE" helped to see the "MISSION ACCOMPLISHED." The Washington brethren did all and more than they had Scheduled to do.
NOTICE! SOME OF YOU WILL RECEIVE ONLY THIS ONE PAPER =
You will never hear from us again = unless you WRITE =
Ask for the full Mailing. And receive 2 or 3 more.

WASHINGTON TAPES - Oct. 11 to Oct. 13 1974. $15.00 for
Set of 4. 90 minute CASSETTES. Cheaper to those who
help the Work otherwise.
WE ARE PLANNING = to Edit portions of all Tapes and
make one Master Set = about $15.00. State which you
would rather have. Give us TIME to make them.

WASHINGTON MEETINGS = the AFTER-EFFECTS are more Impor-
tant than the Meetings. The Meetings can only Open a
Subject = now we must Study it. See other Publications.
HERBERT W. ARMSTRONG CHURCH = beamed their Programme in-
to this Town for Years. Finally they advertised a Meet-
ing, and had 3 Ministers present. They never had HALF
what we had in WASHINGTON.

ARMSTRONG HIMSELF = called a Meeting in a City of 6
MILLION people = and had 14 come. p.20 "THE GOOD NEWS"
December 1974. So we did not do so bad after all.

IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR BIG NUMBERS = you will have to
WATER-DOWN the Doctrine until it is as THIN + FERMENTED
as SPURGEON, BILLY GRAHAM, BRINSMEAD + SEVENTH-DAY
ADVENTISTS offer. Tell them: "I AM SAVED!" and they
will drop everything and come. But for the Truth - ???
NEVER - !!! So if you hold a Meeting of Plain Truth =
do not expect them to come eagerly to Hear it. It is
only a "COMPANY" of about 100 = that will give the
"STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" to 2,000,000 Laodiceans. This is
what you will find when you read the Prophecies as
they are Written. A "COMPANY" - very Small + Feeble.
Who will do great Exploits in His Name.

WHAT THEY CAME TO HEAR = as one of the few World
Authorities on the Testimonies = they want to Hear =
WHEN-WHY-AND-HOW = they CHANGED the Testimonies!

WHAT DIFFERENCE IS THERE = from the ORIGINAL. Tell us
in a few Words - what it took 40 Years to Unravel.
Rather than open your Big Mouth and Yell: "DO NOT FIND
FAULT!!" You just PRACTICE what you PREACH = and SHUT
YOUR BIG MOUTH = and LISTEN - !!!

AND AFTER YOU HAVE LISTENED = AND LISTENED WELL =
then I grant you the Right to say anything you want.
Make it Good. BE SURE you know - what you are Talking
about.
BUT THE EASY WAY OUT = IS JUST DO NOT COME TO LISTEN... And if you receive our Papers = tear them up. That way you can go to Sleep again and Sleep the Sleep of DEATH! Right into the 7 Last Plagues - which are Knocking at the Door. Ready to break it down. And I do not Think that Preacher of yours - will be able to do anything to Stop it. Even with 100 Truck-Loads of Maxwell Books on the Awakening Siding.

I WONDER = how many Maxwell Books they could Print with that 105 MILLION $'s they have Salted away from just TWO CONFERENCES = in Stocks + Bonds? While they build $100, 000.00 Mansions to Retire in after wearing themselves out calling for MONEY to "FINISH" the "WORK!" [Or to "FINISH" = that BRICK RAMBLER?] "Ye shall KNOW them by their FRUITS." That Kind will not come to Listen. Nor do we want them to come, with the Poison of the Asp in their Soul. They love this World too much to be Separated from it. How much Nicer to remain in the City, and wait for Maxwell's "CHRIST" to rescue them! Why plan to sell all = and put it into the Work = and then Head for the Hills? MAXWELL says that is all UNNECESSARY! He will save you = JUST AS YOU ARE! NO CONVERSION NEEDED! Read it = its all there in his Book. The greatest Bed-Time Story of all Time. As I heard in California = "The Old Buzzard's Crud!" Imagine asking the Government for more Paper to Print more Crud of that Kind - !!!! You wait till you get all wrapped up in the 7 Last Plagues, and you will know something about "CRUD!"

THAT BUTTER-SOFT CITY-LOVING "AUNT FANNIE" = "NOW, in their despair... the MULTITUDES are FILLED with FURY. "WE ARE LOST!" they cry, "and YOU are the cause of our RUIN;" and they turn upon the FALSE WATCHMEN. The very ones who once ADMIREd them MOST, will pronounce THE-MOST-DREADFUL-CURSES (Oh! Yes! Now they will know something about "LANGUAGE!" = should have known it LONG BEFORE!)

"... will pronounce the MOST-DREADFUL-CURSES upon them. THE VERY HANDS that once crowned them with Laurels will be RAISED = for their Destruction. The SWORDS which were to slay God's people are now employed to DESTROY their Enemies. Everywhere there is Strife + Bloodshed. And do you like the next Words? Some General Conference Devil did not like them - he took them OUT! But here they are = do you appreciate them? I do.

"The Mark of Deliverance has been set upon those "that Sigh + that Cry"
for all the ABOMINATIONS that be done."... The work of
DESTRUCTION BEGINS among those who PROFESS... THE FALSE
SHEPHERDS are the FIRST to Fall. There are NONE to PITY
or to SPARE." 1884 SoP 4:472-3. GC 656.

DID YOU SAY SOMETHING ABOUT "CONDEMNING" = that Preacher
said NOT to "CONDEMN" = while he roundly "CONDEEMS" any
time he takes a Notion to. And left 200 "CONDEMN" testi-
monies OUT of the INDEX! The Blind-Deaf-and-Dumb ODOM
INDEX! 200 "CONDEMN" statements LEFT OUT - !!!!
"Ministers + people SEE... They SEE... now SEE... they
fall at the feet of those whose fidelity they have DE-
SPITTED + DERIDED... The people SEE that they have been
deluded... all UNITE in heaping their BITTEREST CONDE-
MATION upon the MINISTERS. Unfaithful PASTORS have pro-
phesied SMOOTH THINGS...(What is "SMOOTHER" than that
Maxwell crud?)... The MULTITUDES are filled with FURY.
"WE ARE LOST!" they cry, "and YOU are the CAUSE of our
RUIN;"... There are NONE to pity or to spare." 1884

As they are Rolled in their own Blood."... and their
TONGUE shall consume away in their Mouth." (Same.)

WHAT DOES MAXWELL SAY HAPPENS WHEN CHRIST COMES - ???
"Man the World needs Most" - FAITH-FOR-TO-DAY, $5x/100,
(Changed to=) P.O.Box 1000, Thousand Oaks, Calif. 91360.
See p.48-60, 61-78,94. Adventists say they "ESPECIALLY
LIKE" chapters 10 + 11. Read it and see why.

THEN TURN + COMPARE WITH THIS =
"At the COMING of Christ the Wicked are BLOTTED from
the face of the whole Earth,- CONSUMED with the Spirit
of His Mouth, and DESTROYED by the BRIGHTNESS of His

Thank God for His Truth. Thank Him that He cut down
Maxwell in his Tracks. Thank Him that He will do the
same for all who propogate that ABOMINATION. Thank God
that YOU also can "SHOW THEM ALL THEIR ABOMINATIONS."

Of which that is Chief. It is in fact the DEVIL'S TRAIN
shown in EW 263-6,88. That we will have to meet "FACE
TO FACE." It is SPIRITUALLISM. It is a SNARE. It is the
Teaching of "UNIVERSALISM." All men SAVED! It is MAXWELL.
It is the GENERAL CONFERENCE. It is the BOOK COMMITTEE
that promised to stand ON GUARD. It is YOUR MINISTER
afraid of his Hide + his Job. Tongued-tied. Silent and
It is a SHAME! -14- It is MIDNIGHT DARKNESS!
IT IS NOT A QUESTION OF = knowing that Maxwell Book is Wrong. Anyone who knows anything about the Third Angel's Message knows it is Wrong. The Question is = what will you DO about it?

KNOWING THE ADVENTISTS = as you do = you can expect them to do = NOTHING! Accepting delusions from their Leaders has become Second-Nature to them. It is EXPECTED. It is ACCEPTED. They drink down Error like Water.

THE WAY TO MEET IT? When some one points it out = do not get down and LOOK UP THE EVIDENCE = no, no, no, NO! Just do like the Preacher does = just FLIPPANTLY remark that "SR.WHITE SAID..."[Imagine tying Sr. White into that Puke] why she said = "NOT TO FIND FAULT!"

I said at a Meeting that ½ of what Sr. White wrote = WAS FINDING FAULT! A Brother interrupted me and said: "I think you are Mistaken = I THINK IT IS MORE THAN HALF!"

THE ONLY ONES + THE ONLY TIME = to whom she said: "DO NOT FIND FAULT!" = was the Adventist Leaders that were finding Fault = WITH THE TRUTH!

It is the same as with 500 MILLION people around this Earth = going around saying: "DO NOT JUDGE!" Christ said so! Indeed He did! But WHEN-WHERE-AND-WHY = ??? Did you ever Look it up? I did. I found He had the DISCIPLES in back of Him = and He stood FACING the PHARISEES = as He said to them =:"YOU HYPOCRITE PHARISEES! DO NOT JUDGE!"

You have Proven yourselves to be so BASE + ROTTEN = you are not Fit to JUDGE ANYTHING! Matt.7:1. But these people who Strain at a Gnat + Swallow a Camel = do not seem to ever go to the CONCORDANCE + look up "JUDGING!" So that perhaps they might find Luke 7:43 where He COMMENDS: "Thou hast RIGHTLY JUDGED!"

Then go to the Apostle in 1 Cor.2:15 = "But he that is spiritual JUDGETH-ALL-THINGS, yet he himself is JUDGED of no man." And if you still have this: "NO JUDGING" Hang-up = go to 1 Cor.5:3,12-3. 6:2-5. And set the STUPIDEST one in the Church to JUDGE for you! Rather than go to Worldly LAW! "I speak to your SHAME."

AND I ALSO SPEAK TO YOUR SHAME * that you have let 10,000 quacking lame-brain Preachers COWER you, and TERRORFY you into having BLOOD on your hands for FAILING to Speak up for the RIGHT SIDE = just because that Preacher said: "CRUCIFY HIM!" "DO NOT FIND FAULT WITH OUR HOLY ORDER!"
Until they have become so downright ROTTEN = they actually passed an Autumn Council Resolution to LOWER themselves to the very GUTTER of Babylon = by trying to Teach "IN COMMON" with THEM! R&H Dec.18,1969. p.20. XMASS and Billy Graham’s EASTER on the Pope’s SUNDAY — and all!

Speaking of raising a would-be Whore in the Family by letting her wear the latest + highest MINIS = Sr. White said: "Our Sisters... they eagerly accept the Yoke, because FASHION is the GOD they Worship. [My! What FAULT-FINDING! What ACCUSATIONS! What an INSULT! What SHAME! To those who have no SHAME! And it can be seen by how they UNDRESS = their Daughters!]... They have no Mind or Taste or JUDGMENT = of their own... without God, without Hope." RH A6:522. March 20, 1958.†(1901)†

AND IN THE PAGE BEFORE SHE JUDGED LIKE THIS:
"Sabbathkeeping Adventists..."In their Dress you cannot distinguish them from the World." This we know to be True... APING THE FASHIONS... Their lack of Christ-likeness is apparent to all... is a CERTAIN indication of a WEAK HEAD + a PROUD HEART." RH A6:521.

WHAT ABOUT GOING TO HEAR A PREACHER WHO ALLOWS THIS?
"There are men whose CHARACTER + LIFE testify to the fact that they are FALSE PROPHETS + DECEIVERS. THESE we are not to HEAR or TOLERATE." TM 294.

"While they TRUST to the guidance of HUMAN AUTHORITY = NONE will come to a saving Knowledge of the Truth." DA 141. COL 79.

PARANOID = LUNATIC-FRINGE = "The Jews misrepresented Christ, and John his forerunner, saying of John, "He hath a Devil." They imputed his SEVERE DENUNCIATIONS of their Sins to SATANIC INSPIRATION, saying that he was not-in-his-right-mind, that he was a poor HYPOCHONDRIAC, full of Fancies, led by a CRAZED IMAGINATION... In our work to-day we shall meet with the same spirit" RH A4:471. Dec.2,1902.

"Christ refers to the LIFELESS, PURPOSELESS MESSAGES given in OUR Churches, when he says,"I know thy works, that thou art neither Cold nor Hot. So then because thou art LUKEWARM, and neither Cold nor Hot, I will SPEW THEE OUT of my Mouth." RH A4:497. March 3,1903.

AND ON THE SAME PAGE = I WOULD LIKE YOU NON-CONDEMNERS WHO ARE ALWAYS READY TO ACCUSE + CONDEMN US TO EXPLAIN THIS: (If you can!) -16-
"The Lord lives + reigns. Soon he will arise in Majesty to shake terribly the earth. A SPECIAL MESSAGE is now to be borne, - a MESSAGE that will pierce the spiritual DARKNESS, and convict + convert Souls. "Haste thee, FLEE FOR THY LIFE," is the Call to be given... In every part of the World a STRAIGHT-FORWARD MESSAGE is to be proclaimed in the Power of the Holy Spirit. God says to His workers everywhere,"CRY ALOUD, SPARE NOT, lift up thy voice like a Trumpet, and SHOW-MY-PEOPLE-THEIR-TRANSGRESSIONS, and the House of Jacob (who is that?) their SINS." ... Not with TAME, LIFELESS UTTERANCE is it to be given." (Same.)

"Each one is to AWAKE... THEN will God's work be done. THEN will Reformations take place." RH A4:553. 1903.

I CAME TO WASHINGTON ALONE = one Brother was going to come and stand "SHOT-GUN WATCH" for the Meetings. I thank Brother John Baer + Brother MacDonald who were going to come from New Jersey = but the Mail failed to get there in Time. Their Phone-Call came when it was all over. But it was nice to know that they would have been there.

OF THE PLEASANT MEMORIES OF THE TRIP = I will mention one more. Bro. + Sr. Alvin C. Bain of Maryland. I suppose he is one of the longest on the Mailing List. We had a common Interest in that we were both MAT-MAKERS. DOOR MATS from Old Tires. BAIN MATS, RFD #2, Hancock, Maryland. 21750.

He built up some fantastic Machinery, and built a House in his "Spare-Time." If your Interest is ANTIQUES - this is the Place. Warehouses full. ANTIQUE CARS also. An interesting Hobby. He Loaned me some of the "SERIES B" = in an Old Book. Now I see some of the "SERIES B" released through HEALTH RESEARCH = were shuffled together by some Judas-Jesuit so the best Parts are MISSING! This is a strange Book. Seems to be a Series of Pamphlets = "PUBLISHED FOR THE AUTHOR" by some one afraid to reveal his 'Identity. These were taken by the "PACIFIC UNION COL- LEGE PRESS" and shuffled together into a Book. No Date. No Paging. Just the Paging of the Pamphlets. It seems this Copy was the Property of Elder J.S.Washburn, Takoma Park. July 8, 1923. We hope to Print the Portions LEFT OUT of the other "SERIES B" we have seen. Some Time this Winter - the Lord willing.
PUBLICATION #308 = CANCER = under the Plan to Sponge with Cold Water. Some will prefer to try the Shower. I believe the Shower would be better. Get yourself WETTER. But it can be quite SHOCKING. Can your Heart take it? Will it actually do GOOD to the Heart? If you have seen Articles on that - let me know.

I believe you could have the Shower at Blood-Temperature, then slowly go Colder + Colder until you have GOOSE PIMPLES. The Pores closed. That is what you are after.

We are not talking about just Cancer. We are talking about Elimination-Building-Cleansing. For anyone. Sick or Well. It is the PRINCIPLE we are after.

From what we read in the Testimonies about FRESH AIR in the Bed Room - AIRING OUT the Rooms - move the Sick to ANOTHER ROOM while you do this if you must. And the SAME Instruction for PERSPIRATION and the Poisons thus Eliminated = go right back in unless you CHANGE ATTIRE.

EQUAL TO A STEAM-BATH OR BETTER = Dress far too Warm, in the "Flannels" = if your Heart can take it - climb the Mountain = Hike to the Top = come back SWEATED, SHOWER + CHANGE at once. This is Excellent. Do not sit around in Sweated clothes.

YOUR HAIR = are a great source of Elimination of Body "Ashes." Especially if you have the Flu - it seems to do Wonders - to Wash your Hair. There is a lot of Talk today about "Alkaline" Soaps. There may be something to SORE-THROAT. Is largely due to swallowed Sputum. Nature is trying its best to unload ACID. Blow your Nose instead of SWALLOWING it. NEVER DRINK COLD WATER = at a Time like this. They say a HOT Lemon + Honey Drink is helpful if taken often. TEA made from the Peeling of Pomegranates is the Base for some of the better Cough Medicines. If you use Pomegranates I doubt if you will get a Cold. You can try AFRICAN MALVA BLOSSOM Tea. I believe both are High in Vitamin C. Lost ringing in the Ears + never felt better than when I started using MORE Vitamin C. Half Price + better from the Drug Store. I have a Letter from Health Store - there is very LITTLE Vitamin C in ROSE HIPS. This is a big HOAX! Look at the Ads. "VITAMIN C WITH ROSE HIPS!" If this is not the same as DRUG-STORE BOUGHTEN "VITAMIN C" = you find out and send me the Proof. We want to know. Same with "GINSENG" raised in Eastern Canada by the Ton and sent to Korea to Package. Then it becomes "KOREAN!"
ICE-CREAM = they give you Ice-Cream in Hospitals for some Cases of Sore-Throat. NEVER SWALLOW ICE OR SNOW. Let it melt in your Mouth. Seems to help in some Cases.

SOME ONE WROTE + ASKED HOW TO MAKE ICE-CREAM SO YOU CAN ESCAPE THE CHEMICALS = never tasted any better Ice-Cream than made with Honey + thin Cream mixed with SNOW. But since Radio-Activity have avoided it.

Now I see that ICE can be CRUSHED or/and made into "SNOW" in Blender and used that way. Let us know how you make out. There is also a new Mixer that can be put into FREEZER part of Fridge or Deep Freeze = the Cord goes out the Door without Trouble = Plug it in + it takes care of itself. Shuts itself off when done to a Turn.

THAT WAY YOU KNOW - what you put into it. Carob. Nuts. Coconut. Strawberries. Fruit. [How would Cottage Cheese work? With Pineapple?] I'd better quit this - I'm getting Hungry. That's the last thing that I need.

When I sold Peaches - I would buy a Brick of Ice-Cream for me and my Helper = I put on 20 lbs. one Year. Put on 20 lbs. the next Year. Never lost it. Peaches + Cream. So what am I talking about? Don't ask me those Kind of Questions.

VITAMIN C = Health Store does not exactly like to tell you this = but PAPRIKA is one of the highest Sources of Natural VITAMIN C. Do not make a Can last a Year - and then say you "USE" it! Buy it by the Pound. Use it in Cottage Cheese or in Cooking [is where they say it should be used. Not Raw.] use it by the Teaspoon.

THE NATIONAL HEALTH BULLETIN for July 22, 1974 has VALUES of "SPICES" in which CHILI PEPPER is as high or higher than PAPRIKA in NIACIN-ASCORBIC ACID(C)-VIT. A.

THIS PUBLICATION for November 25, 1974 says NEW MEXICO uses far more than anywhere else in the USA = and has the LOWEST death Rate from HEART DISEASE. It may come as a Shock to some of us that CHILI POWDER + CHILI PEPERS = do not have to be HOT - !!!! In effect - no differfnt than PAPRIKA! I am going to try it. I will not mix it with Ice-Cream. Never had any Ice-Cream for 3 yrs. In case you are getting the wrong Idea. I am just Drooling.

PRESSURE-COOKER = never use it. They say normal open Cooking allows poisonous Gasses to escape. This traps them. It is Taboo.
NIACIN— the World's leading Authorities on Mental Cases, [Are not 55% of Hospital Cases there for NERVE + MENTAL TROUBLE?] = Physicians such as Dr. Hoffer of Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada = recommend as of the first Order = NIACIN [Vitamin B₃].

YOU MAY FIND = you may get such a powerful Re-action from it — you will Itch + Burn all over. I saw one Case where one Tablet would re-act Violently in SECONDS! All over the Body. (Alder Berry or other Herb re-action —??)

THERE IS A GOOD COMPANY = "NU-LIFE BIO-ORGANIC PRODUCTS" Vancouver, BC Canada = that puts out 100 MG. NIACIN = [Retail about $2.50 for 100] that work like this. But the same Company puts out a "cut-rate" Product = that does not work like this, and which I would never buy again. If you want Results you have to obtain the right one. This morning I really obtained a Kick-back from 2 Tablets. [Which is what I take every Day.] Good thing no one came at that Time — I looked like I had a Case of Measles or Scarlet Fever or something. I had to go back + think + think = what did I eat that could have made that Re-act like that? I took a ½ a Lemon = but I did that before, without that Kind of a Re-action. Was it because I took the Lemon AFTER = ??? No, I think it was the 500 mg. Vitamin C I took. NOT that I write that off as BAD! No! I think that was GOOD! Imagine 2 little Tablets effecting the SKIN = all the PORES = from Head to Foot! I never felt so good — since I have been taking more Vitamin C. Up to 2,000 mg. a day. The Monkey makes almost that much every Day. LINUS PAULING says most are STARVED for Vitamin C. And in a state of Scurvy.

BABCOCK BOOKS. [Salem, Ark. 72576.]
Loma Linda Messages. [Cloth.] — — — — — — — — — — $10.95.
Spaulding-Magen Collection — — — — — — — — — — — — — — $ 8.50.
Christian Temperance + Bible Hygiene — — — — — — — — — — — $ 4.00.
Series A — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — $ 3.00.
Series B No.2 + 7 [The most Important.] — — — — — — — — — — — $ 1.25.
Footprints of Faith. [By Dr. Paulson.] — — — — — — — — — — — $ 2.00

LEAVES OF AUTUMN BOOKS = PO Box 440, Payson, Ariz.85541. [Send for their List = ask them what you want.]
Spaulding-Magen Collection — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — $ 7.50.
[This last is = "Postage Extra."] Do not know if these are the same Books. —20— They bill you.
CHURCHGOERS SLAY WOULD-BE ROBBER — (UPI NEWS) —

KINGSTON, Jamaica. Worshippers at a Seventh Day Adventist Church beat to death a 20-year old man attempting an armed robbery of the congregation during a prayer service.

Police said Wednesday one of the churchgoers was wounded when the bandit's gun went off after he was attacked by the congregation. A second holdup man, armed with a knife, fled. The holdup try took place Monday night. [Sent to me Dec. 5, 1974.] No date. [Leo Rand.] Well = that ought to larn 'em! Won't try that again!

ANOTHER ROBBERY — DID NOT END QUITE AS WELL —


Thank you for the very interesting Community Letter! It came yesterday around noon, and Bro. + Sr. Davis drove in around 3:30 P.M. We were so happy to meet them! But — like you — they could only stay over night... You are so fortunate to have them for neighbors... I must tell you what happened to us Sat. Evening.

Nov. 9 = You will find it hard to believe — just like a TV Crime Drama! I'll go into details + if you care to Print it = all or in part it's O.K. It could be a Warning to others to be Careful!

About 6:25 pm a man knocked on the front door. Said his car was overheated + he needed a bucket of water. Ted told him to "go around back" as Ted handed him the bucket of water = he hauled off + started giving Ted some blows on the face + head + another one ran up + squirted Tear-Gas in his right eye + they were so quite about all of this that I did not hear any abnormal sounds and the first thing I knew a man came in restraining Ted [+ poor Ted looked just terrible! I'll never never forget how he looked!] — and another one dashed over + grabbed me, yanking my glasses off + threw them on the floor, and said: "Do as we tell you + you won't be hurt!" + with guns poking against our backs they shoved us into the living room, made us lie down upon our hide-a-bed [face downward] crossed our wrists, ankles, and taped them very tightly + tape across my mouth [not Ted's] and ordered us to roll over unto the floor, Ted on his face — me on my back — and they handcuffed us to the bed rails.

Two of them did this while it sounded like one or two more were ransacking the house from the basement to the attic. Finally, after about 15 minutes of this, one came back up to Ted + demanded to know "where those COINS were"
Ted told him + after a few more minutes he came back and angrily demanded to know "where the rest of them were" + Ted tried to convince him that was all he had but this guy thought Ted was lying to him + threatened to shoot me if Ted did not tell him. Twice he repeated this question + threat cuffing + kicking Ted all the time! And twice Ted told him he did not have any more - finally they left after ransacking some more - leaving the kitchen door open as we heard them drive out the driveway. Elder Hoehn, all this time we were praying as we never prayed before!!! Knowing they had gone = we really set in to release ourselves + it took us about 15-20 minutes. Ted's hands were beginning to get numb + so were my ankles - but just like a Miracle - Ted's handcuffs opened up + he got his right hand out but couldn't do a thing with the tape on his wrists but he had wiggled his ankles enough to loosen the tape there + slipping his feet out of his socks was able to go to our book-table in the dinning room + lean back- wards + pick up a knife that he kept there with one blade always open, as he sat on the edge of the bed near my hands. I had all the tape worked loose + off by this time, so with my right hand in my cuff I was able to whack away at his wrist restraints [I am not left-handed so couldn't use my free left hand] and then he took the knife + cut my ankle restraints loose, and tried to get my cuff off but only made it tighter. So he went to the Garage for a Hack-Saw + sawed mine off.

After Ted washed his eyes we dashed out to the Garage, to the neighbors east of us. They called the Sheriff and soon about 9 Officers of the Law were at our place. They believe it was a local job! On the job Ted has talked about his "Stamp + Coin Collection" and this was the Pay-off!!! They took $55.00 in Bills + our Flashlight + we are not sure what else yet. Our Home-Owner's Insurance covers up to $100-$150.00 for stolen money + about the same for Stamps + Coins. Ted figures around $150-$450.00 [Wholesale or Retail Value.] for the Coins. We didn't panic. We remained calm + trusted in the Will and the Way of the Lord! We made the supreme struggle and effort and He did the rest, because He knew that we want to live just for Him = to serve Him as long as its His will! But, it's taught us a good lesson = not to go-out-side to help strangers!!! They cut our Telephone wires inside just before they left. So if you
want to sound a good warning to others using your own words in relating this terrible experience or else quoting ours - use your own judgment - you know best. But we hope + pray others will take Warning + be on Guard so they may be spared this terrible ordeal!

It was all over in an hour or so. But is our place a mess! Upstairs in the attic, in our two closed off bedrooms - and the basement. Little by little we will get order out of chaos I know!

Two weeks ago a $650.00 Hi-Fi-Stereo-TV set was stolen from a young couple... only about a mile west of us...

Goldie Popielak.

Nov. 21 = Ted's eyes are better now. After the BIG night he had to go to a Columbus Ohio eye Specialist, and then daily to our own Doctor. There was scar-tissue in his right eye from the Tear-Gas burns...

People really care around here. Several days after our frightening experience we found an envelope in our mail box with a $10.00 bill with these words: "To the Popielaks from a couple of unknown Friends." Then at the first of the week a $25.00 check from the Ostrander Business Assoc. with a very nice little note! The neighbors have been just wonderful! We never knew we had so many friends!

Somewhere in Sr. White's writings doesn't she say that before the end they will come right into our homes and fields + steal our food + anything else they want?[EW 56].

One thing I'm happy about! During this experience, only one thing counted or mattered to us, and that was our life! They could have taken the whole house, but, we prayed for our lives to be spared to help Him in the finishing of the Work! Not until then did we know we were completely weaned away from material possessions! I had been praying we would be!

Another thing we are happy about is a visit last Sunday evening from Bro. + Sr. Ezra Miller... The Pastor of the little Marysville Church announced the bad news last Sabbath = of our armed Robbery - and they were shocked!...

We appreciated their visit so much!...

Another encouraging thing... some other Church friends wrote: "... we can see your point of view in many ways, and one MUST do what they sincerely feel is Right. May God continue to protect you... and bless you."
... they were happy that we had escaped as well as we did.... Wouldn't it be nice to see some of these in the Kingdom? We pray for them.... I didn't intend to write another "young News-Paper"... We were so happy to meet the Davises! They are fine people! It's a shame God's "little flock" or the "scattered remnant" can't be living closer together in these last days when time is drawing rapidly to a close! One big reason we need a Training-Center!... We think, too = that Canada is the most likely spot! We must always remember that: "God works in mysterious ways His wonders to perform."

Ted + Goldie Popielak.

Some one in India wrote - will you write again - ???

Ann DeMichael letter - Dec.12,1974. Even if we run out of Space = I want to cover that Letter.


My Brother Joseph spent time on the beach at Anzio and Salarno in Italy during World War II. He was in the Infantry. I asked him how much is a Company. He said 50-75-150-250. Infantry Company is 175-250. And these defend their country. They are the only ones that come to Grips with the Enemy + fight hand to hand. They are called = "QUEEN OF BATTLE-CALLED MISSION." You are out by yourself with Bayonet, Rifles, Hand-Grenades. Search + seek out + destroy the Enemy.----

Quite a Thought! This little "COMPANY" that gives the Straight Testimony to the Laodiceans = is a Search and Seek out Party. To destroy the Enemy. Find Old Maxwell and Old Froom = in No-Man's-Land = Plotting to Capitu-late the Lord's Forces to the Enemy = we find them out, and heave a Hand-Grenade right in their midst = to put the Foe to Rout! Blast the Old Fog-Heads to Kingdom come! "This Delusion will SPREAD = and we shall have to contend with it Face to Face." EW 262,88. "Standard after Stand-ard were left to trail in the dust as Company after Com-pany from the Lord's Army JOINED the Foe... a mighty General cried out with a LOUD VOICE: "Come into Line! Let those who are Loyal to the Commandments of God and the Testimony of Christ now... BE-YE-SEPARATE!" 8T:41. "The Battle raged... The Army following..."the Command-ments of God + the Faith of Jesus,"was gloriously TRI-UMPHANT... This is the scene presented to me." 8T:41-2.
ANN DE-MICHAEL LETTER = "Been going over the Ireland. Oct. 19th Afternoon tape + on Side 2 about 4/10 into the second Side of the Tape you say —

1) The 10 Virgins are Asleep — DREAMING of giving the Loud Cry.

2) At MIDNIGHT the 10 Virgins AWAKE to see the PROCESSION moving on Bright with Torches, glad with Music. COL 406.

3) THE MESSAGE from that Procession is — "Go ye out to meet Him!" And they hear =

4) The Voice of the Bridegroom + the Voice of the Bride = in that Procession.

5) In COL 399 we find these are the 11th Hour men.

6) But COL 406 is Midnight - passed the 11th Hour.

7) There is no Hopes at Midnight.

8) There is no Hopes at the Midnight Cry.

9) BEFORE the Midnight Cry those who have MORE understanding than the Wise Virgins will make a Move in the 11th Hour = the 11th Hour men. COL 399.

10) COL 406 the WISE with Lighted Lamps JOIN the Throng and entered the House with the Bridle Train = "and the Door was Shut." COL 406.

[I am glad that you have it right down Pat. COL 406.]

ANN DeMICHAEL = "Is somewhat confusing — NO HOPE in the MIDNIGHT CRY? And it is at Midnight that the 10 Virgins awake? Then when do the 10 Virgins JOIN the Procession? in the 11th Hour? between 11th Hour = Midnight Hour? Then does the Midnight Cry sound from the 11th Hour up until Midnight? When there is no Hope for the 10 Virgins? Bro. Hoehn = please enlarge upon this Portion of the Tape.

WITH PLEASURE - !!!

1) It is Written: "It is in a Crisis that CHARACTER is REVEALED... "Behold, the Bridegroom cometh, go ye OUT to meet Him," and the SLEEPING Virgins were roused from their Slumbers, it was seen who-had-made PREPARATION for the Event. BOTH PARTIES were taken unawares; but one WAS PREPARED.... The Great Final TEST comes at the CLOSE of human Probation, when it will be TOO LATE for the souls need to be SUPPLIED."COL 412.

2) The Chart that we made for Washington = now takes on new Urgency. As it is not possible to CHANGE ANYTHING at the Coming of Christ, or in the 7 Last Plagues, or in the Loud Cry = and not even in the MIDNIGHT CRY! NO HOPES FOR SABBATARIANS WHO KNOW THE TRUTH or Refused to come to Hear it. SDA-BC 5:1145.

-25-
Again we have the terrible Urgency of DELAYING NOT one minute longer in Forming a CHARACTER - the "WORK" of a "LIFETIME!" And there is no Hopes whatever in "AWAKENING" in the Midnight Hour and then see the Necessity of going out to obtain "OIL."
Do they obtain it? Do they TRY? Yes. Do they OBTAIN it. No.

[3] "The CRISIS is just before us when each will need much strength from God in order to Stand against the wiles of Satan, for his deceptions will come in every conceivable form. Those who have allowed themselves to be the sport of Satan's temptations will be UN-PREPARED THEN to take the right Side. Their ideas will be so confused so that THEY-CANNOT-DISCERN between the Divine + the Satanic. " 5T:479.

And so now we understand the Picture better as we see =
[A] The Foolish stumble around in DARKNESS just as the Adventists + Awakeners now seem to be doing = trying to Light their flickering Taper from BILLY GRAHAM + ORAL ROBERTS + BRINSMEAD has dug up the Grave of Old Spurgeon, trying to Light their Torch to find the Way that they have Lost. FOR MONTHS NOW = the Adventist Leaders are OPENLY CRYING = "What went WRONG in'73? Will some one please tell us?" Pierson is now asking if this is a second 1888 - !!! Crying + Bawling for a whole Year. Soon they will tighten their Belt and go ALL-THE-WAY with Babylon! And Sell their Souls to get the Power.
[B] "They cannot discern between the DIVINE + the SATANIC!" You may have a Point there about the 11th Hour and Midnight. It could just be that the "STRAIGHT TESTI-MONY TO THE LAODICEANS" is started at the 11th Hour and reaches a Crescendo as it SWELLS into the MIDNIGHT CRY.

But I think we should be very careful about Speculating. The Lord has clearly given us this Light = and we do not want to Side-Track God's people. For we know it is the MIDNIGHT CRY that "SWELLS INTO" the Loud Cry.

[4] It is no Speculation on our part to say DEFINITELY there is NO HOPE in the MIDNIGHT HOUR! Look at it again. Here is [1] A Procession. It is going the RIGHT way.
[2] The Wise. They see in the nick of Time and JOIN the Procession. [3] But the Foolish are too BLIND to see and actually take off = looking to Light their Tapers from the common "Market-Place." Go a-chasing after Bro. Billy, the NCC, the WCC, and even "DIALOGUING" with the Catholics! Just how BLIND -26- can they get - ????
[5] The Urgency of this Message is the constant Testimony Theme of making a "PREPARATION." That there is NO HOPE for those who made NO PREPARATION! "The Case of all such is HOPELESS." SG 3:134,196. HEALTH REFORM is PART of the PREPARATION. CDF 455. Getting OUT of the Cities & Labor Unions is PART of the PREPARATION. Selling all & putting it into the Work is PART of the PREPARATION. EW 49-51,56-8. How many will be Justified by Faith to do that? I know some who are going to take it with them into the Grave. Before they let go. Let the Government have it instead. Come with some Crazy Ideas that we will not accept. Dangle their Money in Front of us - thinking we worship Money as they do = "Thy money perish with thee!"

[6] How glad I am that we gave the Message all across America -- BUILD-A-CHARACTER = the Work of a Life-Time and which all Segments of Church + Awakening now deny. They will be "GIVEN" a Character as a "Gift" when Golda Meirs "MESSIAH" comes! In the meantime with Bro. Babylon they Chant: "I AM SAVED!" "Of all SINS it is the most HOPELESS, the most INCURABLE... They are UN-PREPARED." COL 154-5.

"Here is the greatest deception that can affect the human mind; these persons believe that they are RIGHT when they are WRONG... They are found WANTING when it is forever TOO LATE to have their wants supplied." 1T:417.

"When a CRISIS finally comes, as it surely will, and God speaks in behalf of His people, those who have SINNED, those who have been a Cloud of DARKNESS, and who have stood DIRECTLY IN THE WAY... may become ALARMED at the length THEY have gone in MURMURING + in bringing discouragement upon the cause; and, like ACHAN, becoming TERRIFIED, they may ACKNOWLEDGE that they have SINNED. But their CONFESSIONS are TOO LATE and are not of the RIGHT KIND." 3T:271. See the next Page! See TM 235.

"God gives the Talents, the Powers of the Mind; MAN FORMS-THE-CHARACTER." 8T:174.

"Take heed how you BUILD, that your BUILDING may stand the TEST of Storm + Tempest. Place the stone on the sure Foundation, that you may make READY for the Day of Test + Trial, when all will be seen JUST-AS-THEY-ARE!" 8T:173.
Again we have the terrible Urgency of DELAYING NOT one minute longer in Forming a CHARACTER - the "WORK" of a "LIFETIME!" And there is no Hopes whatever in "AWAKENING" in the Midnight Hour and then see the Necessity of going out to obtain "OIL." Do they obtain it? Do they TRY? Yes. Do they OBTAIN it. No.

[3] "The CRISIS is just before us when each will need much strength from God in order to Stand against the wiles of Satan, for his deceptions will come in every conceivable form. Those who have allowed themselves to be the sport of Satan's temptations will be UN-PREPARED THEN to take the right Side. Their ideas will be so confused so that THEY-CANNOT-DISCERN between the Divine + the Satanic. " 5T:479.

And so now we understand the Picture better as we see = [A] The Foolish stumble around in DARKNESS just as the Adventists + Awakeners now seem to be doing = trying to Light their flickering Taper from BILLY GRAHAM + ORAL ROBERTS + BRINSMEAD has dug up the Grave of Old Spurgeon, trying to Light their Torch to find the Way that they have Lost. FOR MONTHS NOW = the Adventist Leaders are OPENLY CRYING = "What went WRONG in'73? Will some one please tell us?" Pierson is now asking if this is a second 1888 - !!! Crying + Bawling for a Whole Year. Soon they will tighten their Belt and go ALL-THE-WAY with Babylon! And Sell their Souls to get the Power. [B] "They cannot discern between the DIVINE + the SATANIC!" You may have a Point there about the 11th Hour and Midnight. It could just be that the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS" is started at the 11th Hour and reaches a Crescendo as it SWELLS into the MIDNIGHT CRY.

But I think we should be very careful about Speculating. The Lord has clearly given us this Light = and we do not want to Side-Track God's people. For we know it is the MIDNIGHT CRY that "SWELLS INTO" the Loud Cry.

[4] It is no Speculation on our part to say DEFINITELY there is NO HOPE in the MIDNIGHT HOUR! Look at it again. Here is [1] A Procession. It is going the RIGHT way. [2] The Wise. They see in the nick of Time and JOIN the Procession. [3] But the Foolish are too BLIND to see and actually take off = looking to Light their Tapers from the common "Market-Place." Go a-chasing after Bro. Billy, the NCC, the WCC, and even "DIALOGUING" with the Catholics! Just how BLIND -26- can they get - ???
NOTHING CONFUSING ABOUT IT = clear as a Bell =

[A]"ALL had Lamps, and Vessels for OIL. For a Time there
was seen NO DIFFERENCE between them." COL 408.

[B] Let the Tares grow up with the Wheat = "TOGETHER" =
until the Harvest!

[C] But this is the "HARVEST!" The Time of SEALING! This
is the Time of SEPARATION between the Wheat + Tares.

[D] And so this is a SPLIT = in the Church! A SPLIT they
do not want - and try to deny! But the Wise - "JOIN"
that Procession - BEFORE the Loud Cry!

HOPE = there is Hope - for the Wise. There is Hope - if
they JOIN that Procession. There is Hope - if they LEAVE
the Foolish - for "A Companion of FOOLS will be DESTROYED
DESTROYED for want of JUDGMENT!" Proverbs 13:20,23.
For like attracts Like, and like appreciates Like, and
like becomes like Like. PP 176. MB 25,81. SG 2:201.
1T:100. 5T:136,463,705. DA 405.

THERE IS HOPE = if they do not believe some Fool Awakener
telling them that OIL-NATURE-CHARACTER [TM 234] = is
"Given" as a "Gift" by the English-Jew Maxwells when
Christ-Messiah comes! And then lulled to Eternal Sleep
so they make NO EFFORT! "His Angels LEFT those who made
NO EFFORT to help themselves, and I lost sight of them."
EW 270. 1T:180-2. The Devil was Lost because he made NO
EFFORT. GC 669. The SADDUCEES believed in NO EFFORT.DA 604.

THERE IS HOPE = if they will hunt out 200 References that
Teach to make an EFFORT! An ABIDING Faith. A CONSTANT Ef-
fort. PERSEVERING Effort. (Brinsmead-Wright +) "SATAN
tells us that it is of no use, WE CANNOT REMEDY our defects
of CHARACTER." MB 115. "Let no one say, I can not REMEDY
my DEFECTS of CHARACTER... The IMPOSSIBILITY lies in your
OWN WILL. If you WILL NOT = then you CAN NOT overcome."
COL 331. "When the DARKNESS is DEEPEST, the LIGHT of a
godlike CHARACTER will SHINE the BRIGHTEST." AA 432.

Yes - if we took off Time to do nothing else = but to
Teach the necessity of BUILDING A CHARACTER! We would be
engaged in the greatest Work ever done on Earth."A CHAR-
ACTER FORMED... is the ONLY TREASURE that we can take
from this World to the next." COL 332.

AND THAT IS WHERE THE FOOLISH FAIL = look at the Picture!
BRINSMEAD [once-upon-a-time] = tells them "CHARACTER"
(OIL! TM 234) = will be "GIVEN" them in the "MIDNIGHT
CRY!" See his "ETERNAL PURPOSE" p.203-4. Is that not what
the FOOLISH attempt? -28- Do they succeed?
IN OTHER WORDS = and in clear Words = and in emphatic Words = THERE IS NO HOPE IN THE MIDNIGHT HOUR to take off and go chasing some BRINSMEAD or MAXWELL = seeking "OIL" "CHARACTER" [TM 234.] in that TOO LATE HOUR!

IN OTHER WORDS = all that the MIDNIGHT CRISIS DOES = is to "REVEAL" who HAD a Reserve of OIL-CHARACTER! COL 412 = "It is in a CRISIS that CHARACTER is REVEALED."

"It was seen WHO HAD made Preparation." But it was TOO LATE to make it! For BRINSMEAD'S FOOLISH VIRGINS do TRY!

Which is what he calls for in his Stupid Book = p. 206.

But the FOOLS fail! No FOOLISH VIRGIN in no BIBLE and in no TESTIMONIES obtains no OIL-CHARACTER! Even if 1,000 Imps follow the AWAKENING + take up the Collection for 2 MILLION $ for that Clandestine Charade. And even if these added Dopes come to our Meetings [they go to ALL Meetings! Like an Old Whore looking for an ever New Affair! And then begin to Sniff + Cry because their FOOLISH PAST has at last caught up to them! They can go to 1,000 Adventist Sermons and NEVER hear = where the AWAKENING is WRONG! [Because they Push-Buttoned them into Action = these are only Jesters + Clowns going through the Motions, teaching EXACTLY what FROOM-MAXWELL-HEPPENSTALL-LARONDELLE-JARNES - push-buttoned them to Teach!] So why should they FIGHT each other? They both made PUBLIC COMMITMENTS NOT TO ATTACK EACH OTHER ANY MORE! Pharisees + Sadducees UNITED

THE MIDNIGHT CRY = is the Glorious Hour when the WISE at last LEAVE the FOOLISH. The FOOLISH go where their AFFECTIONS HAVE LONG BEEN TENDING (5T:463) into the Arms of BILLY GRAHAM - SPURGEON - EVANGELICALS. GC 444-5. Because they have no OIL, no CHARACTER, no DISCERNMENT, no HOLY SPIRIT, no ESTABLISHED RULE or PRINCIPLES."... it was seen who HAD MADE preparation for the Event." COL 412.

FOOLED into believing THEY would give the "LOUD CRY" = they "AWAKE" to see a "PROCESSION" giving it - WITHOUT them, NO NEED of them - sweeping BY them = on their Way to the SEALING + the KINGDOM! This is the Intent of the BIG CHART shown on the Cover of PUBLICATION. #306 = 1974 STRAIGHT TESTIMONY = with several 1,000 loose-leaf Inserts + Flyers. Based on the "PROCESSION." COL 406.

The Wise "JOIN" the Procession = without that MOVE = they CANNOT be SEALED! "Satan was trying his every Art to HOLD THEM WHERE THEY WERE." EW 44.

SO TO DO THIS = he gives them "POWER" + "MIRACLES" and
HEALINGS. Ev.594. To those who teach F.T. (Fred Wrong) WRIGHT = "HOLY FLESH" (SM 2:31 - "NATURE OF ADAM BEFORE THE FALL!") These get the POWER = OUT-OF-THE-MOST-HOLY PLACE. Which is what the AWAKENING brought to America in their CHARTS - !!!! 1960.

"These works of apparent HEALING will bring Seventh-day Adventists to the Test!" SM 2:53.

WHO WILL DO THIS HEALING? "His agents who have DEPARTED from the Faith, and THEY will seemingly work MIRACLES, even to the bringing down of FIRE out of Heaven in the sight of men. By means of "LYING WONDERS." SM 2:54.

WHAT IS THE FAITH? "Man FORMS the CHARACTER." BT:174.

"Those who hide their Light (Remain neutral, dumb, and tongue-tied in the face of the Maxwell-RDB-FTW ABOMINA-TIONS. Try to hide in the Shadow of the BAAL-TEMPLES!)

"... will soon lose all power to let it Shine. THEY are represented by the FOOLISH VIRGINS; and when the CRISIS comes, and the LAST call is made, "Behold the Bridegroom cometh' go ye OUT to meet Him," they will find that while they have been MINGLING with the World, their LIGHT has gone out. They did not continue to provide themselves with the OIL of Grace. The Peace + Safety cry HUSHED them to SLUMBER, and... cannot go IN with the WISE VIRGINS to the marriage (SEALING) Feast.

... The VOICE of God speaks to His people, saying: "Come OUT from among them, and be ye SEPARATE, saith the Lord."... The time is coming when it will be TOO LATE to use the LIGHT we now have. THEN the Decree will go forth: "He that is unjust, let him be unjust still... and he that is righteous, let him be righteous still... [Brinsmead says no one is RIGHTEOUS, no RIGHTEOUSNESS WITHIN - but here are some who are RIGHTEOUS and shall remain RIGHTEOUS.] And the Spirit + the Bride say, Come. And let him that heareth say, Come." RH A3:601. August 23,1898. [LEFT OUT - and not Printed anywhere!]

[And they just nicely MISSED this from putting it into Froom's COMMENTARIES!] "Although the OIL in the Lamps is almost consumed, and they have not been replenished, still you have not yet reached that DESPERATE POSITION described in the Parable of the FOOLISH VIRGINS. They slumbered LONG, until their Lamps were gone OUT, and they had made NO PROVISION for the Time of need =

-30-
"... and when the Bridegroom came, they were SEEKING, TOO LATE, to replenish their Lamps: for the Door was SHUT, and they were LEFT to outer DARKNESS + DESPAIR."
RH A2:231. July 24, 1888. [Well! That's ONE they printed from 1888!] [Must have been an Oversight! Some one will catch Hell for printing it!]

ANN DeMICHAEL CONTINUES = Dec.12,1974 Letter =

"The SDA, Awakening, RDB, FTW, Al Friend - seeking the POWER - everywhere on the Earth - but the only place, the First End of the Path is the Place they are ignoring, re-jecting, rashly denying + defying. THE-ONLY-PLACE-WHERE-THE-REAL-POWER-IS. And in the Midnight Cry which is "Go ye OUT to meet Him," which is found at the BEGINNING of the Straight + Narrow Path (EW 14) cast high above the Earth. They have no Excuse for the Angel said that the Midnight Cry was the BRIGHT LIGHT set up at the Beginning of the Path. 1846 Broadsid... "The ROYAL PATH cast up for the Ransomed [for the Chosen] of the Lord to walk in." RH A4:22,41. "The POWER of the Midnight Cry waked them up, just-in-Time for them to make their Escape from THE CHURCHES." WTF 11. [James White.] "There went with the MIDNIGHT CRY an Impelling POWER that moved the Soul..." SoP 4:250.

"LIVING BIBLE TRACTS - McIntire. I will send you 200."

"The SURVIVAL SEED CAKE is very good with COTTAGE CHEESE [leaving out the Apples] + instead of Anise Oil - use Lemon OIL for Flavoring.

"Wheat + Rye sprouts are Best when about the length of the Seed or very little longer. As they grow longer they de-volop a sweetish taste objectionable to some people. Sprouted Wheat is very good in Bread. Might be good in the SURVIVAL CAKE! Have to try it sometime...

"BAKING POWDER, SOUR MILK or SODA -- "These give NO EVIDENCE of Reform." CDF 343. POTATOE WATER is good in Bread. Sprouts (wheat, rye, alfalfa) can be added to any bread dough to make a superior, moist, delicious Loaf. Limit the Sprouts to ONE CUP for every 2 cups of LIQUID.

TO SILENCE ALL "I AM SAVED" TONGUES = "PERFECTION of CHARACTER is a LIFELONG WORK, unattainable by those who are not willing to STRIVE for it in God's appointed Way = by SLOW + TOILSOME Steps. We cannot afford to make any Mistake in this matter." 5T:500. 1882.
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